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Abstract

Objective: To assess the socioeconomic, anthropometric, medical and nutritional factors that may influence newborn birth weight by a questionnaire.

Methods: This study was performed by face to face talking in 500 full term pregnant women by using a form including 50 questions.

Results: The mean birth weights of the male and female newborns were 2923.66 gr. and 2922.10 gr, respectively. The difference in mean birth weights of males and females was 156 g. although statistically significant value was not obtained. There was positive correlation between mother’s body weight and height measures and newborn birth weights. There were no statistically significant relationship between mean newborn birth weights and maternal age, maternal body weight and height, educational and occupational status of the family, smoking habit in pregnancy, number of birth, mineral and vitamin support during pregnancy, frequency of prenatal care, weight gain in pregnancy, localization of inhabitance and nourishment of mothers in pregnancy.

Conclusion: It may be concluded that the investigation and correction of the factors that may lead to low birth weight would reduce the perinatal morbidity and mortality.
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Introduction

Deaths of newborns in the world occur mostly due to infections during the delivery (sepsis, neonatal tetanus) or in a short time after delivery (pneumonia, diarrhea). One third of all newborn deaths occur within one month after the delivery, a quarter of them occur in the first week after delivery. One third of newborns die due to asphyxia and birth trauma. Low birth weight is also has an important position in perinatal death reasons. One of the important factors influencing perinatal morbidity and mortality is birth weight of baby. Being born of baby in ideal weight will reduce perinatal risk. There is a high death risk in fetus or newborn which has low weight or risk of having problem physically and intellectually is high if it lives.

Low birth weight is among the most important factors which affects living possibility of baby. Death rate in these groups of baby is higher than other babies 20 times. There is a direct proportion between weight and chance of living. Clinical problems of newborns is related closely with birth weights and gestational ages. It can be guessed that a 1000 g baby may have many problems and they have to be taken care in intensive care unit and that a 2000 g baby may have hyperbilirubinemia, respiratory distress, nutrition problems and on the other hand that a 4000 g newborn is within risky group for birth trauma and may be a baby of diabetic mother. It was found by studies that matures who had birth weight <2500 g had frequently hypertension, type II diabetes mellitus, insulin resistance, frequent cardiovascular disorders and less nephron.

Researches also found variables influencing birth weight as socioeconomic, physical, medical, ethnic, anthropometric factors and they examined relations between birth weight and one or more of these parameters. But close relationship between these factors prevent to put forward a single factor in determining birth weight.

In this study, we searched precautions for carrying to the upmost level of newborn weight and factor influencing newborn weight.

Methods

Study population was chosen by sampling method from among pregnant who just delivered. 500 pregnant who applied in various months and delivered were included into the study group. A form including 50 questions were filled by face to face discussion with each pregnant in a pre-study.

All of pregnant who were included to study group were term gestations as to their definite last menstrual period. Anthropometric measurements such as ages, weights and heights of mother and father were taken directly. For determining socioeconomic status groups in our study; profession and the education of individual who earns the actual income in the family designated by European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research (ESOMAR) were taken as a base.

Marital status was determined as three groups as civil marriage, not civil marriage; only civil marriage and only not civil marriage; common law marriage. Settlement locations of families were classified as city, district, shanty towns and village. Smoking habit of the mother was classified as to daily cigarette number. Information about whether the mother took ferrum-vitamin preparations or not, weights of mothers before gestation and weight increases of mothers during gestation, gestation , miscarriage and stillbirth numbers and also about the profession, educational status and medical control number that mother took during the gestation were collected.

High tensioned and preeclamptic pregnant were not included into the study group due to the fact that high tension and preeclampsia were major factors causing low birth weight. Term pregnant having no diabetes and no problem during the gestational period and who had normal spontaneous vaginal delivery were included into the study.

Newborns were recorded to study form by determining their sexuality, weight and height.

Parameters influencing birth weight were interpreted statistically by SYSTAT Version 5 method. ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) was used for statistical determining parameters which had more than
two groups and Bartlett's Homogeneity test was used for homogeneity of groups' variances. T-test was used for statistical determining parameters which had more than two groups.

**Results**

224 (44.8%) of cases were male and 276 (55.2%) of them were female. Average birth weight of male babies was 2923.66 gr and average birth weight of female babies was 2922.10 gr. There was statistically no significant difference between two groups (p>0.05).

Families were separated into four groups as to their settlement locations. 170 (34%) of families were from city center, 134 (26.8%) of them were from districts, 99 (20.8%) of them were from shanty towns and 97 (19.4%) of them were from villages. Birth weights of babies of families who came from cities and districts were higher than birth weights of babies of families who came from shanty towns and villages and this difference was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into three groups as to their ages. 202 (40.4%) of them were under 19, 180 (36%) of them were between 20 and 34 and 118 (23.6%) of them were ≥35. Baby birth weight increased as maternal age increased and the increase was statistically significant (p<0.001). But this increase was not observed among advanced maternal ages (over 35) (p>0.05).

Mothers were separated into five groups as to their weights. 72 (14.4%) of mothers were ≤59 kg, 170 (34%) of them were 70-79 kg, 66 (13.2%) of them were 80-89 kg and 92 (18.4%) of them were ≥90 kg. Baby birth weight increased as mother's weight increased and this increase was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into three groups as to their heights. 28 (5.6%) of mothers were ≤159 cm, 271 (54.2%) of them were between 160 and 169 cm and 201 (40.2%) of them were ≥170 cm. Baby birth weight increased as mother heights increased and this increase was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into six groups as to their educational status. 102 (20.4%) of mothers were not literate, 58 (11.6) were uneducated literate, 97 (19.4%) of them graduated from primary school, 81 (16.2%) of them graduated from secondary school, 69 (13.8%) of them graduated from high school and 93 (18.6%) of them graduated from higher education. Baby birth weight increased as educational status of mothers increased and this increase was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Families were separated into six SEL groups as to their socioeconomic levels as groups A, B, C1, C2, D and E. 98 (19.6%) of them were in group A, 73 (14.6%) of them were in group B, 66 (13.2%) of them were in group C1, 40 (8%) of them were in group C2, 83 (16.6%) of them were in group D and 140 (28%) of them were in group E. Baby birth weight increased as socioeconomic levels of families increased and this increase was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into four groups as to their professions. 162 (32.4%) of mothers were housewives, 117 (23.4%) of them were office workers-officials, 72 (14.4%) of them were self-employed and 149 (29.8%) of them were employees-workers. Baby birth weights of mothers who were physically working in hard jobs were quite low and this lowness was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into three groups as to cigarettes daily smoked during gestation. 292 (58.4%) of mothers were not smoking, 194 (38.8%) of them were smoking 1-10 cigarettes daily and 14 (2.8%) of them were smoking ≥11 cigarettes. Baby birth weights of smoking mothers were lower than those who did not and this lowness was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into six groups as to their delivery number. 142 (28.4%) of them delivered once, 95 (19%) of them delivered twice, 120 (24%) of them delivered three times, 39 (7.8%) of them delivered four times, 75 (15%) of them delivered five times and 29 (5.8%) of them delivered ≥6 times. Baby birth weight increased as delivery numbers increased (until 5 deliveries) and this increase was statistically significant (p<0.001). But baby birth weights of women who delivered 5 times and over were low.

Mothers were separated into four groups as to prenatal care number they took. 102 (20.4%) of
them never took prenatal care, 199 (39.8%) of them took 1-3 times, 129 (25.8%) of them took 4-9 times and 70 (14%) of them took ten times or more. Baby birth weight increased as prenatal care numbers increased in parallel and this increase was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Families were separated into three groups as to their marital status. 268 (53.6%) of them were those having civil marriage + not having civil marriage, 132 (26.4%) of them were those having just civil marriage and 100 (20%) of them were those having common law marriage. Birth weights of babies were changing as to the marital status of families. Baby birth weights of mothers within first group were higher than other two groups but this difference was statistically not significant (p>0.05).

Mothers were separated into two groups as to taking ferrum-vitamin preparation during gestation. 195 (39%) mothers were taking it and 305 (61%) mothers were not taking it. Baby birth weights of women who were taking ferrum-vitamin preparation during gestation were statistically and significantly higher then those who were not taking it (p<0.001).

Mothers were separated into two groups as to gained weight amount. 245 (49%) of mothers gained 5-10 kg weight and 255 (51%) of mothers gained 11-15 kg weight. Baby birth weights of second group were statistically and averagely different when compared with first group (p<0.05).

Discussion

Turkey is among the countries having high baby birth and death rates, and also protein energy malnutrition is frequently observed.9-13 Average birth weight within different races changes as to average mature height. Generally, birth weights of newborns in short Far East and East Asia societies are lower than other countries. A significant relation between mother’s height and baby’s birth weight is reported. Average birth weight values in our country seem similar with Western Europe and the USA standards.14

Birth weights of female babies are reported averagely 118-121 gram lighter than male babies.15 We found that birth weights of female babies were born 156 gram lighter in our stuffy, it was statistically not significant (p>0.05). Birth weights of male babies are 150-200 gram heavier than females. This difference is explained by the effect of paternal Y chromosome or testosterone hormone secreted from male testes in the second half of the gestation.11

Generally, studies related with the relation between gestational age and birth weight are retrospectively performed. It was shown that all factors such as mother height, weights gained during gestation, genetic and socioeconomic factors, nutrition before and during gestation affected fetal growth.10,12,16 Newborn weight has an important role in perinatal deaths and next periods of life. The subject of newborn weight is studied in terms of especially maternal nutrition by discussing in various aspects.12,17

Average baby birth weight was found as 2922.88 gram in our study. Statistically a significant relation was found between maternal weight and baby birth weight (p<0.001). Neyzi et al classified mothers as low, normal and high weighted as to their weights before relative birth in order to study the relationship between birth weight and maternal nutrition; they found the average of birth weight as 3252 gram and the average of mothers’ weights as 58.8 kg; they determine a significant relation between both weights.18 In a study in which previous studies were reviewed, it was observed that maternal weight has an important effect on baby birth weight. Lowness of maternal weight in developing countries causes tending to left in birth weight distribution and low weighed baby births in high prevalence.19 Margarita et al found in their study performed in Portugal for examining the relation between maternal weight and newborn birth weight that there was a significant relationship between both weights.20

Birth weight displays differences as to the various societies. The role of intrauterine living conditions that mother prepared for baby was evaluated by Thomson and the effect of diets with different calories on birth weight was stated.15 Average birth weight of babies of less fed mothers was found as 2327 gram and average birth weight of babies of well fed mothers was found as 3605 gram. Higgins showed a positive relationship between baby birth
weight, gaining weight of mother, protein and energy intake of mother. Ozalp et al showed the effect of mother’s weight on baby birth weight in their study performed in Ankara.

We found a positive relation between weight gaining of mother and birth weight of baby in our study (p<0.001). The positive relationship between weight increase and birth weight explains the increase in blood volume and positive effects of body changes related to gestation, a definite recovery was found between maternal weight and weight gaining and birth weight. UNICEF suggests to take nutrition support for weight gaining less than 1.5 kg/month in the last six month of gestation. Type of weight gaining is important; if early weight gaining is low birth weight appears (SGA) and if late weight gaining is low, preterm birth incidence appears. Weight gaining is very important for adolescence pregnancies who are also growing. While ideal weight gaining is normally 9-14 kg in pregnancies, it is accepted as 18 kg for adolescence pregnancies.

Delivering heavier babies of those who take additional nutrition and who use vitamin and ferrum preparation in gestation can be explained in various ways. Birth weights of babies of mothers who took ferrum-vitamin support were higher than those who did not take in our study and it was statistically significant (p<0.001). Even though weight gaining of mother is accepted as a criterion for enough nutrition in various studies, they emphasized this criterion as balanced nutrition with basic food stocks. Effects of various nutrition types on gestation are determined as lack of calorie and plasma volume expansion of mother. Again probable mitogenic effect of bad nutrition is emphasized before conception in literature. It is clear that taking additional food in a balanced way decreases morbidity of birth weight and it is effective in many way.

Maternal age has a specific effect on baby birth weight (p<0.001). Ertogan et al found average maternal age as 24.2 and average baby birth weight as 3305 gram and they found a significant relation between maternal age and baby birth weight when they examined them by regression analysis (p<0.05). While Dougherty and Jones stated that mothers between 18-20 age group deliver 89 gram lighter babies and women aged as 36 and over deliver 124 gram and heavier baby; Viegos reports that the effect of age on birth weight is variable younger and older mothers deliver lighter babies than middle aged women group and that optimal age is 28. The effect of age on birth weight is -50 gram on age twenty, +10 gram on age 30, -110 gram on age 40. It is also reported in literature that maternal age and baby birth weight has a positive correlation. Our findings are parallel these four studies.

A significant relationship was found between mothers’ heights and baby birth weights (p<0.001). Similarly, mothers’ heights and baby birth weights were related with each other in the study performed by Ozalp et al in Ankara and in the study performed by Aygun et al in Istanbul.

As socioeconomic structure of a region gets worse, low weighed baby births and perinatal morbidity increases. We statistically found that baby birth weight decreases when socioeconomic status gets worse (p<0.001). Gould and Roy showed us in their study performed on 127558 deliveries that possibility of low weighed baby birth clearly increases as income level of white and black races decreases. Socioeconomic disadvantages do not cause directly low birth weight but it shows an indirect effect by ruining to utilize from health services, by preventing enough nutrition and by causing stress.

Birth weights of those applied from cities and districts were higher than those applied from shanty towns or villages and they were statistically significant (p<0.001). This difference may be explained by socioeconomic advantages. Our results are similar with literature information.

Educational status of mother is one of the important factors affecting newborn weight. Newborn weights of mothers who graduated from high school or from higher education were found high and statistically significant (p<0.001). Information in the literature is similar.
We found in our study that profession of mother is effective on birth weight. Baby birth weights of mothers who were physically working in hard jobs were the lowest (p<0.001). Dougherty and Jones found in their study which was evaluating this parameter in the literature that women having a professional job delivered heavier weighed baby (+12 gr), qualified workers (-60 gr) and workers (-69 gr) delivered lighter weighed baby when housewives were taken as reference.\(^{15}\)

Positive relationship between parity and birth weight is also found in studies performed on other countries. Birth weight increases as parity increases (we found it statistically significant; p<0.001) and this can only be explained by adaptation of mother’s organism to gestation. But when delivery number excesses five, baby birth weight displays a decrease.

It has been known since 1970 that baby birth weight decreases if mother smokes.\(^{30,32,38}\) of mothers who participated to our study smoked maximum 10 piece/day and 2.8% of them smoked minimum 10 piece/day. Baby birth weights of those who did not smoke were more than those smoking and the difference was statistically significant (p<0.001). The literature also reports averagely 170 gram lowness in babies of mothers who smoke regularly.\(^{33}\) Similarly, pregnant women who were exposed to the smoke of cigarette at least for two hours in their homes and pregnant women who did not expose to any smoke were compared in the study and it was observed that possibility of low weighed birth increased in smoking group.\(^{34}\)

Weight averages of babies of mothers who got prenatal care by contacting health centers during gestation were compared with babies of mothers who did not get any prenatal care during gestation and the difference was statistically significant (p<0.001).

Marital status which is thought as a factor that may affect mother's psychological adaptation to baby did not affect birth weight (p>0.05). It is showed by many studies that birth weights of babies born as a result of illegitimate affairs and unwanted pregnancies will be low.\(^{15,31}\)

Consequently; low weighed births affected by many risk factors constitute the most important of risky newborn group of neonatology. Thus, knowing risk factors affecting low weighed births and taking related protective precautions would open new prospects to us in order to keep babies alive by the cooperation of obstetricians and neonologists.
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